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First time pregnancy symptoms stories

After suffering so many losses, I wasn't sure I was ready to be a mom. Then I lost my baby. Here's what I learned. Share on Pinterest The first time we got pregnant, it was a bit of a surprise. We had only pulled out the goalkeeper a couple of weeks earlier and were on our honeymoon when I started to have symptoms. I greeted them with a mixture of denial and distrust. Sure, I
was involuntary and dizzy, but I assumed it was jet lag. When my period was 2 days late and my breasts started hurting, we knew. We weren't even quite in the door way back from our trip as we grabbed the old pregnancy test. The second line was no different at first, but my husband started google. Looks like the line is a line! confirmed glowing. We ran to Walgreens and the next
three tests later it was clear - we were pregnant! I didn't want kids for most of my life. Frankly, it wasn't until I met my husband that I even saw it as an option. I thought it was because I was independent. I joked that it was because I didn't like kids. I pretended my career and my dog were enough. What I didn't admit was that I was terrified. You know, I've suffered a lot of losses in
my life, from mom and brother to some friends and some close family. Never mind the types of losses we might face regularly, such as constantly moving around, or living a life that is always shifting. My husband was so sure he wanted children, and I was so sure I wanted to be with him, it made me face my fears. In doing so, I realized it wasn't that I didn't want a family. I was
afraid I'd lose them. So when two lines appeared, it wasn't pure joy that I felt. It was pure terror. All of a sudden, I wanted this baby more than anything in my entire life, and that meant I had nothing to lose. Not long after our positive test, our concerns were unfortunately realized, and we aborted. They used to recommend that you wait three full-time cycles before taking it again.
Now I wonder if he's had less to do with the decline with the body recovering and more with his mental state, but I still hear that trying now is actually a good idea. That body is more fertile after loss. Of course, every situation is different, and you should consult with your doctor about choosing the right time for you, but I was ready. And I knew what I wanted now. This time it was
supposed to be completely different. I'd do everything right. I didn't leave anything to coincidence. I started reading books and research. I read Toni Wechsler's takeover of your fertility cover in a matter of days. I bought a thermometer and became very intimate with my cervix and cervix fluid. It felt like a check when I had just experienced a complete loss of control. I have not yet
understood that loss of control is the first taste of motherhood. It took us one cycle to hit the bull's eye. When I couldn't stop crying after watching a movie about a boy and his dog, my husband and I shared a knowing sight. I wanted to. test this time. If you want to be late all week, just in case. I continued to keep my temperature up every morning. Your temperature rises during
ovulation, and if it stays high, instead of gradually dropping during the usual luteal phase (days after ovulation until your time), it's a powerful indicator that you might be pregnant. The mine was quite high, but there were also a few dips. There was a rollercoaster every morning. If the temperature was high, I was excited; When he dived, I was in a panic. One morning he dived deep
below my baseline and I was convinced I was miscarrying again. Alone and tearful, I ran to the bathroom with a test. The results shocked me. Two different lines. Could it be? I called my health care provider in a panic. The office was closed. I called my husband at work. I think I had an abortion wasn't the way I wanted to keep this pregnancy announcement. My OB-GYN called for
blood tests, and I all but ran to the hospital. Over the next 5 days we followed my hCG levels. Every other day I waited for my results calls, convinced it was going to be bad news, but the numbers were not only doubling, they were skyrocketing. It was really happening. We were pregnant! Oh, my God, we were pregnant. And just as joy arose, so did the fears. The roller coaster
was gone and running again. When I heard the baby's heartbeat, I was in the emergency room in New York. I was in severe pain and I thought I was going to make a wrong way. The baby was healthy. When we found out it was a boy, we jumped in with joy. If I had a day without symptoms in the first trimester, I'd cry in fear of losing him. When I first felt him kicking, it took my
breath away and we named him. When it took me almost seven months to show up, I was convinced he was in danger. Now that I'm showing up and he's kicking like a prizefighter, I'm suddenly back in joy. I wish I could tell you that the fears miraculously disappeared in this second pregnancy. But I'm not sure we can love anymore without fear of losing. Instead, I'm learning that
parenting is about having to learn to live with joy and fear at the same time. I understand that the rarer something is, the more afraid we are that it will disappear. And what could be more valuable than the life we create in us? Sarah Ezrin is a motivator, writer, yoga teacher, and yoga teacher coach. Based in San Francisco, where she lives with her husband and their dog, Sarah is
changing the world, teaching self-love one person at a time. For more information about Sarah visit her website, www.sarahezrinyoga.com. Heartburn during pregnancy: 11 Treatments to extinguish FireHeartburn during pregnancy is a common complaint, and sometimes difficult to prevent. But fortunately, there are proven ways... Posted on November 2nd | En españolElsa Lisseth
Reyes-Amaya was pregnant when she was hospitalized for a serious case of COVID-19. Multiple wards across Johns Hopkins Medicine have worked together to treat her and monitor her Four months later, Elsa safely delivered her daughter, Sofia.Elsa and Victor, proud new parents SofiaElsa, four months pregnant with their first child, fell ill with COVID-19 and were treated at
Johns Hopkins Hospital.A multidisciplinary team, including intensive care specialists and obstetricians such as Andrew Satin, MD, cared for Elsa and her unborn child. In August 2020, Elsa gave birth to a healthy baby girl. When Elsa Reyes-Amaya learned in January 2020 that she was pregnant, she was surprised and happy. Healthy, the 24-year-old and her partner, Victor, began
the exciting journey of becoming first-time parents together. Normal pregnancy or symptoms of coronavirus? At the end of March, Elsa developed a headache. She started having a mild fever and noticed a few body pains. She called her doctor, who said it was probably due to her body experiencing pregnancy changes. A little more than a week later, Elsa had nausea, diarrhea
and vomiting, and just days later, there was a new, worrying symptom: She had trouble catching her breath. COVID-19 Pneumonia during pregnancyVictor took Elsa to a nearby hospital on April 13, where she was admitted. Four days later, her condition deteriorated. She developed pneumonia and was taken to Johns Hopkins Hospital. Ms. Reyes-Amaya arrived at the hospital in
critical condition, obstetrician Andrew Satin, M.D., says. She had respiratory failure due to sudden, severe pneumonia. Elsa also showed early signs of sepsis, a potentially deadly bloodstream infection that can occur in critically ill patients. Satin says that although her first tests for COVID-19 were negative, other tests showed a positive result: Elsa had SARS-CoV-2, the
coronavirus that causes COVID-19 disease. Elsa says she doesn't remember much of what happened when she was at Johns Hopkins. But what she remembers makes her cry, especially when she thinks about the dangerous situation she and her unborn child were in. It's still hard to talk about, he says. Elsa has no idea how she caught the coronavirus. He lives in the same
house as Victor, his mother and his brother, none of whom came with COVID-19. Treatment of lung ventilators for COVID-19 Despite supportive care at Johns Hopkins, Elsa's condition continued to deteriorate. Satin explains that during pregnancy, normal changes affecting the lungs help an expectant woman to accept and absorb more oxygen when she breathes for herself and
her fetus. When pregnant women get pneumonia, these changes can make the disease more severe. At first, Elsa was treated with extra oxygen, but it wasn't enough. As her breathing was more difficult, she had to be placed on a ventilator. Her care team gave her medication to keep her in deep sleep. Then the team inserted a breathing tube into Elsa's throat to push oxygen into
her lungs and basically breathe while she was unconscious. Her awareness came and went. Like other patients hospitalized with COVID-19 in the intensive care unit has experienced worrying nightmares. When she regained consciousness, she was still worried, only after calling family members that she knew that disturbing dreams were not real. Turning the Corner and
transitioning to obstetric careIn other moments, Elsa recalls hearing a reassuring, loving voice talking to her. It was like a dream. I know I slept, but I felt god was talking to me, he says. Her family tracked her progress from the inevitable distance. (To protect patients and staff from coronavirus, Johns Hopkins Hospital does not allow visits during the COVID-19 pandemic, except in
very limited, exceptional situations.) The intensive care team removed Elsa's breathing tube on May 5. I was very surprised when I woke up. I thought I slept for two days, but the nurse told me I'd been on the ventilator for over two weeks. Satin and the rest of Elsa's health care providers were enthusiastic, cautious and hopeful. As COVID-19 is a new disease, its effects on unborn
children are still unclear. When Elsa regained consciousness and realized she was out of danger from coronavirus infection, she couldn't focus on her pregnancy, says Satin. We performed an ultrasound, and the first question Elsa asked was whether we could say the sex of the baby. The nurse has tears in her eyes. It was very poignant. Satin notes that his team, including most
colleagues and attending physicians in the division of mother-fetal medicine, got to know Elsa.Elsa was glad to be out of the worst danger and happy to be expecting a baby girl, but recovering from COVID-19 was difficult. The disease rans out of her body. She was missing her family and, despite an encouraging ultrasound, feared for her baby. The doctors told me I was going to
be okay, but I still felt scared and stressed, says Elsa. They continued with so many tests. I prayed a lot and asked God to protect my daughter. All the doctors and nurses were amazing to me, says Elsa. I felt protected. And I appreciated that the doctors communicated with me and explained what was going on. I wish I could remember the names of everyone who took care of me,
but I remember their faces. All the doctors and nurses were amazing to me. Surviving CoronavirusElsa says her experience has made her aware of how serious COVID-19 can be. Don't look at this disease as a game because it's horrible, he says. I've seen other people go out and take action. I'm not a doctor, but I know that if we have to live with COVID-19 in our community,
people will have to take care of themselves and their families and stay safe. Elsa says she had ongoing anxiety even as she returned home to her family. I was afraid I'd get sick again. But my child gave me strength. New daughter and New Hope On July 31, baby Sofia was born - a little early, a little small, but very happy. I was happy to attend so I could be there for when she
gave birth, says Satin. We felt like it was a big save: both the patients - Elsa and Sofia - and the family as well. Satin notes that while some patients with severe pneumonia COVID-19 do not survive, Elsa's youth and lack of many risk factors improved their chances. It was an uplifting case, says Satin. Ms. Reyes's team in the ICU deserves so much credit, not only for the happy
outcome for her, her child and her family, but also for all of us who have had the privilege of caring for her. Elsa is thrilled to be a mom, and she says focusing on her baby got her through her hardest moments. Thank God Sofia was fine, she says. He's an angel. I'm so proud of her. It's always been about her. The Johns Hopkins Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics, a
division of mother-fetal medicine, provides women with individualized, research-based care at every stage of life. Led by Jeanne Sheffield, MD, the division of highly trained professionals advance the fields of gynaecology and obstetrics through innovative treatment programs and specialized research. Specialists in the maternal fetus of Johns Hopkins (perinatologists) offer the
evaluation and treatment of various diseases of the mother and fetus. Doctors are available for consultations during pregnancy, during childbirth and after the birth of your baby – and are there for emergency consultations. We may work with your doctor to make recommendations for your care. About Johns Hopkins Language ServicesChedume communication between you and
your care providers is essential for optimal medical care, safety and wellbeing. Language service professionals work with patients and families, connecting you with experienced interpreters for languages other than English and sign language (ASL). The effects of COVID-19 on foetal development are still unknown and it is even less understood what these effects will be combined
with the effects of seasonal influenza. That's why Irina Burd, director of the Integrated Research Center for Fetal Medicine at Johns Hopkins Medicine, recommends that doctors caring for pregnant women consult a mother-fetal specialist when confronted with concerns related to these viruses. Viruses.
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